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Abstract 

Patients who face immunological risks during transplants face difficulties in obtaining the matching donor. Evaluation of this risk 

is done based on donor-recipient compatibilities. Previous papers made use of EpVix software that performs virtual cross matching 

and reactivity analyses of epitopes. The best donor can be identified using this software. Patients with high immunological risk 

have a smaller chance of receiving a transplant which in turn reduces the number of available compatible donors. This paper 

introduces a computational learning algorithm called a PAC learning which provides more error tolerance facilities and increases 

the capability of selection among various available donors of the group. The probability of success in selecting the donor increases 

as PAC learning is noise tolerant in nature. PAC refers to Probably Approximately Correct learning where samples are received 

and a hypothesis is to be formed from a group of possible donors available. The main advantage is that with high probability, the 

selection process will have low error. The current issue of the available software is how the selection process is to be conducted to 

correctly identify the best matching donor when multiple donors are available for particular recipient. Error tolerance has to be 

increased along with proper filtering to eliminate the ones with lower matching probabilities and finally determine the perfect 

match for transplant. PAC algorithm solves this issue to an extent.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The most important factor to be considered is determining the compatibilities between the ones donating the organs and the ones 

receiving the transplants; in short referred to as donors and recipients. 

The amino acid sequences present in the blood consists of certain antigens called HLA antigens, or otherwise referred to as 

epitopes. The reaction of anti HLA antibodies during transplant determines whether the process become successful or not.  

HLA refers to human leukocyte antigens. Recipients for whom the reaction of these anti HLA antibodies is high have a feeble 

chance in having a successful transplant. The high immunological risk reduces the number of matching or compatible donors 

available currently for transplants. 

This process results in large number of patients in the waiting list and the mortality rate increases.  

The EpVix software being developed in the previous papers were capable of transforming all the available complex data into 

simple, understandable and important informations to solve various problems. The software was able to perform successful epitope 

reactivity analyses of anti HLA antibodies both before transplantation as well as after transplantation. 

This paper focuses on boosting the efficiency of the software by the introduction of some computational learning algorithms, 

namely the PAC algorithm, which reduces the possibility of errors to a greater extent and are capable of filtering out the least 

important informations. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The web based EpVix software is being used as a freeware on the internet that can be used in various platforms .EpVix is a 

facilitator of medical decision making regarding the identification of the best donor for a high immunologic risk recipient.  

Herton Luiz Alves Sales (2012), EpHLA software: a timesaving and accurate tool for improving identification of acceptable 

mismatches for clinical purposes made use of an HLA matchmaker algorithm which is automated with the help of a computer 

program EpHLA. This method is reliable and accurate but rarely used because of its difficulty in using it in the current excel 

format. Also manually demanding and time consuming steps are present.  

Luiz Claudio Demes (2011), EpHLA: innovative and user friendly software automating the HLA matchmaker for antibody 

analysis. The HLA matchmaker algorithm here is used to generate histocompatibility reports. The automated generation of reports 

requires the integration of files containing the results of laboratory tests and public data banks.  

The main drawback of this paper is that it is time consuming, makes use of excel formats and 100% accuracy was not obtained. 
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Pedro de Alcantara, Jose Adail (2004): Cognitive and usability engineering methods for the evaluation of clinical information 

systems. Effective evaluation of health care information systems are necessary in order to ensure  that systems adequately meet 

the requirements and information processing needs of users and health care organizations. Systems are developed for evaluating 

the effects of newly introduced health information systems. The challenge is the integration of data collected from multiple 

evaluation methods. 

Adalberto Socoro da Silva, Cristina De Queiroz (2009): HLAMatchmaker: A molecularly based donor selection algorithm for 

highly alloimunized patients. Transplant candidates are generally considered highly alloimmunized if their serum panel reactive 

antibody (PRA) exceeds 85%. Such patients can have successful transplantation provided that the donor has no mismatched HLA 

antigens that react with the patients alloantibodies. It makes use of HLAMAtchmaker algorithm which is not automated, and hence 

requires constant manual intervention.  

Keylla S.U Aita, Semiramis J.H Monte (2016): Web based ecosystem software for virtual crossmatching in transplant programs. 

The compatibilities between donors and recipients are extremely important for evaluating the immunological risks of transplants. 

EpViX software has been developed to perform epitope reactivity analysis and automated virtual crossmatching. The issue is how 

to select a donor correctly when multiple compatible donors are available.  

III. OBJECTIVE 

The main objective is to develop a software that was capable of combining and including all those were involved in the epitope 

reactivity analysis phase which consisted of active donors , recipients and other stake holders involved in this process to work 

together as a group and through a single interface or platform. This widely increased the overall efficiency and robustness of the 

developed software. Also, by implementing a mathematical learning model along with the current available web based ecosystem 

software, the added advantage of increased efficiency and reduced error occurrences in case of organ matching was successfully 

obtained. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The PAC model belongs to a particular class of learning model that has got a unique ability of learning from examples. In this 

model, consider that, if f is the target function to be learnt, the learner will be given a set of random examples probably from certain 

probability distribution over an input space in the form of (X, f (X)) where X is a binary input instance of length n, and f (X) is the 

value (Boolean TRUE or FALSE) of the target function at that particular instance. Based on various provided examples, the learner 

will be able to succeed in determining the target function f which can now be expressed as f: {0, 1} n → {0, 1}. 

The addition of such a mathematical computational model further helps in determining the correct donor and the recipient 

depending upon epitope reactivity analysis as well as learning technique.  

The occurrence of a mismatch or an error in such kind of transplants will be feeble. 

In simple words this method can be depicted based on the following diagram. 

 
Fig. 1: PAC model 

Here, 

 Set of labelled examples. 

 Approximately correct answer with high confidence degree. 

Given T rounds starting initially from D1, where D1 is the uniform distribution over a set of labelled input examples say, X; 

such that x has got a label c(x).  

The pseudo code is being generated based on considering a set of m input examples. 

On the process of learning, the target concept c with respect to an unknown distribution D the learning algorithm has access to 

another example namely given as EX(c, D). On request of the learning algorithm, EX(c, D) returns an example hx, c(x)i where x 

is chosen randomly with respect to D independently of any previous examples being used. 

The required learning accuracy, denoted by e², is another parameter given to the learning algorithm. Such kind of a polynomial 

time algorithm will not be able to precisely predict the target concept accurately, hence only a portion of the input space provided 
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will have a low weightage under the distribution D and therefore the learning algorithm will not be able to see any examples of the 

given target function’s behaviour on that portion of the space. 

The accuracy parameter given as e2 specifies the maximum permissible error of the mathematical computational learning 

algorithm; also are capable of providing all resources required to obtain maximum efficiency. 

PAC computational learning algorithm makes use of randomly chosen examples. It also makes use of a confidence parameter 

delta which helps in determining to what extend the transplant will be successful, or in other words it helps in determining the 

probability with which the algorithm is allowed to fail. 

 Pseudo Code 

To define the algorithm in pseudo code, consider Q rounds starting with distribution D1 being uniform over a set of labelled input 

samples S. Considering‘s’ having a label c(s). Say there are n inputs examples. 

 For each q = 1... Q, 

 Let hq be the weak learning algorithm run on Dq. 

 Let et be the error of hq on Dq. 

 Let aq = 1/2log ((1-e)/e). 

 Update each entry of Dq+1 by the rule Dq+1(s)= Dq(s)/zq *bhq(s)c(s)aq 

Where zq is chosen to normalise Dq+1 

to a distribution. 

 Output as the final hypothesis the sign of  

h(s) = Ʃq=1
 aq hq(s)   

V. SYSTEM MODEL 

The main issue is how to select a donor correctly when multiple donors are available for a particular recipient. Error tolerance has 

to be increased and proper filtering is to be done to find the perfect match for transplant. PAC algorithm can be used to solve this 

issue to greater extend. PAC learning is a framework for mathematical analysis of machine learning. 

PAC refers to probably approximately correct learning. Here the learner receives samples and must select a generalisation 

function called hypothesis from a certain class of possible functions; with higher probability the selected function will have low 

error. 

Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) learning model, unlike previous models, namely limit identification and statistical 

learning theory, the PAC model was defined to study efficient and presumably more realistic learning algorithms. The goal of the 

PAC learning algorithm is to predict with “high” accuracy the target concept on points it has not previously seen and the accuracy 

is measured with respect to the same unknown distribution.  

 Epvix Ecosystem Software 

 
Fig. 2: Epvix Ecosystem Software 

A set called instance space is used where each instance have an assigned length.  

c C X: subset c is considered as a concept which is used for learning. 

EX( c,D)  :  procedure that draws an example ‘x’ , using a probability distribution D and gives the correct label c(x) that is 1  , 

if x belongs to c and 0 otherwise . 

Error tolerance in PAC learning refers to the ability of an algorithm to learn when the examples received have been corrupted 

in some way. The algorithm may receive data that have been occasionally mislabelled or the inputs might have some false 

information.  

PRA refers to panel reactive antibody which is a laboratory test routinely done on blood serum of patients waiting for organ 

transplantation. The result is given in terms of percentage between 0 and 99. A higher value result indicates that the particular 

individual may react immunologically against a major proportion of the population. These individuals are referred to as sensitized; 

and they tend to spend a longer waiting period for an organ because of the possibility of increased risk of rejection. 
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cPRA refers to calculated panel reactive antibody which provides an estimate of the acceptable HLA antigens and a calculated 

PRA for sensitization measurements and organ allocation algorithms. 

MFI values are checked to see if the transplant is safe .it is referred to as mean fluorescence intensity and its value should be 

500 for safe results. Antibody reactions are detected using solid phase assays, also referred to as SPA tests.  

VI. RESULTS 

The current issue is to select a donor correctly when multiple donors are available for a particular recipient. Error tolerance 

increases and efficient filtering is being done to find the perfect match for transplant. The system establishment will have low 

operational cost because only devices connected to the internet are needed for its use. Various parameters being used for the 

mathematical computational learning helps us in determining whether the planned transplant will be a success or not. Hence, in 

obtaining a successful outcome the recipient will be receiving a genuine donor whose epitopes match and will be undergoing a 

successful organ transplant. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The EpViX software being developed with the help of a mathematical computational learning algorithm, namely the Probably 

Approximately Correct learning model (PAC algorithm) will be capable of transforming all the available complex data into simple, 

understandable informations to solve various problems and will provide genuine donors to recipients who are in need of immediate 

organ transplants without many mismatches. Thus, the filtering of unacceptable mismatches can be made easier thereby reducing 

the difficulty in finding the correct matching donor, and also at a faster rate. 

The software was able to perform successful epitope reactivity analyses of anti HLA antibodies both before as well as after 

transplantation. PAC algorithm boosts the software efficiency by the introduction of some computational learning   algorithm.  
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